THURSDAY 27 APRIL 2017

11:00 - 12:30 ÇEKÜL Academy Training
“The Problems on Restoration Implementations and Solution Proposals”
A. Nüvit BAYAR, Master Architect, Restoration Specialist

12:30 - 13:30 LUNCH BREAK

14:00 - 15:00 ÇEKÜL Academy Training
“Experiences and Shares through Sample Restoration Conservation Project”
A. Nüvit BAYAR, Master Architect, Restoration Specialist

15:00 - 15:30 BREAK

15:30 - 16:00 ÇEKÜL Academy Training
“Experiences and Shares through Restoration Conservation Projects”
A. Nüvit BAYAR, Master Architect, Restoration Specialist

FRIDAY 28 APRIL 2017

10:30 - 12:30 BRESCIANI WORKSHOP: Laser Systems for Conservation and Restoration

12:30 - 13:30 LUNCH BREAK

13:30 - 15:30 Mardin Museum Madder Workshop
Leader of the Workshop: Filiz SÜNNETÇİOĞLU

15:30 - 16:00 BREAK

16:00 - 18:00 İstanbul Toy Museum
Rag Doll Workshop (For Adults)

SATURDAY 29 APRIL 2017

13:30 - 15:30 KÜMAD WORKSHOP
Ridvan GÖLCÜK
“The Power Beyond Apparent: Cultural Heritage”
Serkan GEDUK
“Preventive Protection Studies on Museum Exhibiting for Earthquakes and Importance of Preventive Protection”
İlkay İVGİN
“(Un)Protection of Cultural Heritage under the Reality of Collecting”
Uğur ALANYURT
“The Role of Conservator on the Stage of Implementation of Material Analysis Reports Results”
Halit CANOL
“R&D Activities for Conservation of Architectural Pieces at Euromos and Iasos Ancient Cities”